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Christmas

Greetings
Bryces on the icy road
to a big family success

57h 44s the record
to beat
The official Guinness Book of Records entry
for the longest curling match ever stands at

57hours 00minutes 44seconds
Dumfries Curling Development Officer and
Dumfries Young Curlers Club are planning to set a new record
in the new year, when a group of 10 players will set out to
smash the target early in March.
The record attempt will also be used to raise funds for
the Dumfries Young Curlers Club. The group has already started
planning the event and received official guidelines from the
Guinness Book publishers.
They are also taking guidance from Stewart Robertson, a member
of a team that made a previous attempt in the early 1970s. Stewart
has a vast knowledge of the game and was more than happy to
Who says that the young ones follow their older family members share his experience.
Planning consists of how to provide proper evidence of the
into curling – the Bryce Family have certainly turned things
upside down.
attempt, nutrition, hydration, team rotation, what the funds will be
Cameron (16) has been selected for the Royal Club’s talent
used for (this will be announced in the new year), fitness training,
programme after being introduced to the sport six years ago during media coverage, advertising and a development package for
a primary school competition.
spectators. It is all being planned in fine detail, right down to when
His sister Amy (13) followed the same path by attending the
toilet breaks are allowed and sleeping patterns.
Curling’s Cool sessions and is now impressing four years later. Her
The Young Curlers’ Club will be inviting teams and players to
next goal is also to be selected for the talent programme.
come
down and play
Their parents, Andrew and Louise, were then ‘challenged’ by
alongside
the record
their offspring to attend the local TryCurling session at the Borders
attempt
and
support the
Ice Rink where Louise, who is obviously a natural, qualified to
10
players
who
have set
attend a session with the GB Women’s Olympic Team at Stirling in
themselves the goal of
March 2010.
not only smashing the
Andrew and Louise have since joined the Roxburghe Club,
whilst Cameron and Amy curl with Coldstream, Borders Young
record but extending
Curlers and the Monday Club.
it well beyond 60 hours.
The youngest of the clan, Angus (9), felt left out so has now
The Holiday Inn Express Perth
The group will
ended up throwing curling stones on a Monday night and Saturday provide further
offers 81 guestrooms complete with
with his brother and sister!
satellite TV, tea & coffee facilities,
information in the new
It doesn’t end there, though. After pressure from their grandFREE Express Breakfast Buffet,
year for anyone wishing
FREE WiFi and FREE on-site Car
children, Jock and Jennifer (older than the rest) recently attended
to come along and
Parking.
the TryCurling session. Jennifer has since returned on two or three
support
the
recordPrices from only £49 per room, per
occasions, anxious to avoid daughter-in-law Louise and grandson
night Subject to availability
breaking
attempt.
Cameron,who have recently qualified as assistant coaches.
It is therefore no surprise that the Bryces are never off the road,
following Cameron and Amy to various competitions throughout
Scotland.
The only question that remains is: who should we select for the
Christmas Family Bonspiel?

n Contact Graham Sloan
Curling Development Officer:
01387 260 000 or 07921 057 138

Graham@
royalcaledoniancurlingclub.org

For more information about the
Hotel please visit:
www.hiexpressperth.co.uk
Or call 01738 636666

‘40 years, still rocking…’
BEARSDEN TON

Through the playing season 2011/2012
Bearsden Curling Club is celebrating 100
years of curling.
On 11 September 1907 a notice was
circulated inviting the residents of Bearsden
and the neighbourhood to attend a meeting in
the Lesser Public Hall to consider forming a
safe area for skating and curling. Between 80
and 90 gentlemen attended the meeting, as a
result of which the Bearsden Skating and
Curling Association was formed. Such was the
enthusiasm and drive that within a month a
piece of land had been identified and its lease
negotiated from the landowner, Rev. J.E
Colquhoun. And, by December of the same
year two ponds were in use.
This land is part of what is now Colquhoun
Park, and the water part of the skating pond still
remains as what is known locally as the boating
pond. The curling pond itself has disappeared
under the adjoining football/rugby pitches.
In October 1911, with the approval of the
Association, 20 gentlemen met together and
decided to form Bearsden Curling Club under
the rules of the Royal Caledonian Curling Club,
while still remaining members of the
Association. This relationship continued until
1952, when there was a formal separation of
the two organisations.
Despite the more severe winters of that time,
outdoor ice was not always available for play
and the club used the facilities of the Scottish
Ice Rink at Crossmyloof with increasing
regularity until its closure in1986 - at which time
the Summit Centre at Finnieston opened for
curling. This in turn closed and the club now
curls at the Braehead Ice Rink.
In 1932, of a total membership of 81, only 15
were ladies. However, since the 1950s, the lady
membership has increased until now there are
more or less equal numbers of ladies and men.
Events through the centenary year have
included a Bonspiel with invited guest clubs,
held in October, and a Civic Reception in
November. A formal dinner in March 2012 is
planned at the end of the season.
Our centenary celebrations should be seen as
a tribute to our founding members and to all
those who have supported the club throughout
the years, establishing it as a competitive and
social sporting organisation.
The club season runs from September to the
end of March. Rinks compete for five club
trophies and, on a more individual basis, there
are Points and Pairs competitions.
Social events during the season include an
Opening Bonspiel, a fun Christmas Bonspiel
and a hotly-contested Ladies v Gents match. In
addition there are two or three curling
weekends and an end-of-the-season Prizegiving and Dinner.
New members are always welcome and
anyone interested in joining us should contact
our Secretary, Colin Scott, on 0141 942 3635 or
at colmag.scott@ntlworld.com

This was the greeting sent by Pat Orr to
Druids Curling Club on the occasion of the
Club’s 40th birthday. To celebrate, the Club
held a lunch in Glasgow’s Millennium Hotel,
attended by 69 past and present Druids.
These included at least a dozen original
members from the southside of Glasgow
who, as young mothers with children off to
school, were looking for some activity when
golf was out of season. They found this at
Crossmyloof in 1971. Feet often wet, bumpy
ice, and even an umbrella to fend off the
drips were mentioned in the reminiscences.
Many of the Ladies, who included Ann
Caldwell and Gracie Reid in whose kitchen
the idea had been hatched, had not met for
many years and the conversation grew in
intensity as they met each other. Also in the
company was the first recorded President,
Jean Hargreaves. Jean Cameron was given
much of the credit for the choice of the club
name, and was involved in choosing the
club’s pink sweaters. Apparently the earliest
ones were machine knitted by members, had
a black trim and a pocket for one’s hanky.
Later the club moved to The Summit, then
to The Waterfront. Now, the great majority of
Druids live in the Helensburgh and Dumbarton area and play each Wednesday at Greenacres. Also present was Maggie MacAulay
and many current Druids were surprised to
discover that the name on theTrophy they
play for each week was a real person!
After being greeted by past-president
Maureen Mason, The Curler’s Grace was
read by Caroleen Clark. Having enjoyed a
beautiful meal and relaxed with a glass of
wine, the gathering sat back to enjoy
Jeannette Scobie’s excellent anecdotes from
her own curling experiences both on and off
the ice; the weeks of being rather black and
blue, and the enjoyment we all had on our
trips to Perth, Pitlochry and Stranraer.
Having been a minister’s wife for nearly 50
years, Jeannette felt it appropriate to find some

biblical references to the Roarin’ Game. She
found in John 8 that the lead should ‘cast the first
stone’ and the second was instructed in Isaiah ‘to
be a guard unto them’. She found advice to
‘sweep with the besom of destruction’. After
other cleverly-delivered references to Rocks
being hurled and removed, while the Skip
in Matthew 20 was chided with ‘why stand
ye there all the day idle?’
Among the skips past and present, several
have brought credit to the club over the
years. Pat Orr and Judy MacKenzie won
Silver Medals in Senior World Championships in 2008. In 2009 a Druids team led by
Heather Mowat reached the Henderson
Bishop finals in Kelso. And recently Caroleen
Clark was vice-captain of the very successful
Scottish team that toured USA in 2010.
The day was rounded off with thanks to all
who had made the reunion so enjoyable. To
echo Jeannette’s words as she proposed a
toast to the club, “The Druids are in good
heart”, and Jean Howie, Druids President,
emphasised the club’s gratitude to those who
had both founded and kept it going.

The next edition of YOUR Curler is due out mid
January (content submissions by 5 January).
In the meantime, keep up to date with curling news
and information at
www.royalcaledoniancurlingclub.org
And, for other commentary on curling, visit
www.skipcottagecurling.blogspot.com
YOUR Curler is published by the Royal Caledonian
Curling Club on a monthly basis during the winter
season. General enquiries to Cairnie House, Ingliston,
Newbridge, Midlothian, EH28 8NB. T: 0131-333 3003.
E: office@royalcaledoniancurlingclub.org
YOUR Curler enquiries to:
E: yourcurler@royalcaledoniancurlingclub.org

Black arts of laying white ice
Curling? Well, I suppose there are three basic
ingredients for the game – humans, stones, ice.
Humans: a library could be filled with stories
about curlers. Stones: I know what they look like
and what they are supposed to do – now there’s
an idea for a future further Hammer investigation.
But Ice…: apart from the basic chemistry of the
stuff, I have to profess an element of ignorance,
especially where the technicalities of preparing it
to allow a curling stone to exhibit all its intended
characteristics are concerned.
Outdoors, water collects, temperature drops,
liquid turns solid, and, hey presto, a slippery
surface forms, much maligned by elderly
shoppers wheeling Morrison trolleys and canines
chasing balls.
Indoors, where almost 100% of our curling
takes place in these post-1979 days, of course it
is a different matter, and can be artificially
controlled outwith the reach of Mother Nature’s
influence.
So, to remedy my ignorance of how curling
‘works’, and have a better understanding of ‘how
come I throw a perfect stone every time, but it does
something different from my intention’, I sought out
an expert. Who better to listen to than Scotland’s
current Ice-maker of the Year, Chris Noble, Chief Ice
Technician at the 8-sheet Braehead Curling facility.
Chris was invited by the Braehead Curling
Development Group to give a seminar on preparing
perfect curling ice. I listened in amazement. Never
had I thought that such a simple task as ‘making
ice’ could be so complex and ‘exact’ a science. At
home, it is but merely an afterthought: push a
button and my fridge spits the stuff out to enhance
a very welcome g&t!
Ice-making, as I was to find out, is a sober and
exact science. An area the size of the Braehead
curling rink will require its concrete floor to be flooded
with some 2,000 litres of water, at a constant floor
temperature of –4deg C, to produce a base layer of
some 2 or 3 millimetres. Further layers are built up,
until the Zamboni ice cutter comes out and shaves a
millimetre off to ensure a flat ‘bed’.
A three-hour manual ‘sweep’ of the ice, then the
whole surface is painted white with a special paint.
More layers of water are built up, then it is time for the
‘pad’ to be marked out manually into eight sheets,
although Chris readily admits a laser would be a
‘handy tool’!
Next, the circles are cut into the ice and painted
(by hand, an old 8-ender curling brush is ideal!) with
a special compound that doesn’t insulate the ice. To
seal the pad and paint can take a further 16 hours.
Finally, the ice is ready to receive its first ‘pebble’ –
and there are three different ‘showerheads’ available,
depending on the lightness or heaviness of the
pebble required.
The lighter the spray, the sharper the pebble, the
quicker the ice. The downside is that the pebble will
wear down very quickly. A heavier, ‘thicker’ pebble
will last longer through a game, give slightly slower
ice, but will remain more consistent. The ‘Nipper’ is
brought out to take the top off the pebble - much
like having a rough ‘shave’ on a hangover morning,
except a much more exact science - the residue
swept away, and lo, your curling rink is ready for
you to play your game, sir or madam.

Result? – melted pebble in the first part of your
stone’s journey. A few seconds can make a great
deal of difference to temperature, and the
characteristics of your ice.
And do you suffer that most annoying of curling
So, starting from scratch with a concrete pad to
misfortunes – a pickup? Often these are caused
having your first game on perfect virgin ice? 14
days of scientific skill and application for some 12 by tiny bits of fluff, scattered from a nice new
jumper or fleece in the course of sweeping a
to 15 hours a day - all to allow us to enjoy our
stone. The Iceman’s Cure – wash your pristine
chosen sport.
Chris, icemen across the country, I take my hat new garment in cold water before taking to the ice
off to you. Maybe your ‘customers’ will now have a for the first time. You will be surprised at the
greater understanding and respect for the skill and difference it will make!
So I hereby swear on my recently purchased
hours you employ in creating the best facilities for
Royal Club Rules of the Game booklet that never
us to enjoy.
again will I blame a hapless, innocent ice-maker
And finally some small points from the Iceman
when next my stone does that which is not
to consider when you are taking the ice. How
intended by its deliverer. Thank you, you unsung
many of us come out of a nice warm bar in our
heroes of curling, may your Zamboni never break
curling shoes, take the kipper off, place our now
down and your Nipper never dull in its quest to
nicely-warmed shoes on the ice, and straight
make perfect ice!
away have a practice slide or two out the hack?

The Hammer

An historic picture taken on 29 October 2011 at Stranraer Ice Rink when the members of Leswalt
Curling Club celebrated its 150th Anniversary. The picture shows some of the competitors who
took part. More details of the event in our ‘Around the Clubs’ feature on page 7…

For ninety minutes, battle raged between
teams of four, as curlers from their chairs
and ABs with no sweepers tried on their
best skills. But Her Ladyship Luck had as
much influence as curling talent. Eventually two teams were decreed finalists, and
they had to play off.
Then there was a shoot-out at the still
hypothermic haggis beast by each of the
top team. They were Bill Masterton, Steve
Sutherland, and Garry Marshall, along
with Crawfordjohn-based Upper Ward
member Jan Drife.
The skill (or luck) went the lady's
way...and Jan was presented with a crystal
trophy proclaiming her the "World's First
Haggis Curling Champion". The restaurant
was packed as players and helpers saw the
winning team each get a Damd Delicious
Club (40 yrs) - gathered in the four corners
of the rink. Piper Alastair Sheen marched on haggis from sponsor Michael Shannon.
Then plates of it - "warm, reekin', rich",
to the ice playing, followed by Scotland's
replete with mashit tatties and bashit neeps
wheelchair curling coach, a bemused
- was served. (Note the frozen beast was
Canadian Tony Zumack. He bore a tray
not being used).
with a round light brown coloured beast.
Club chairman Arthur Bell thanked the
The idea was to get as close to this
ice rink, the players, and the sponsors. He
deeply-frozen eight-pound beast (it had
said: "A little bit of lunacy goes a long way
been trapped on a moonlit Tinto Hill by
competition sponsors Damd Delicious, the to building our club spirit. It's the biggest
such curling club in the world, and we
Lanark and internet butchers). Hitting the
perishing haggis could send it skidding off have lots of fun as well as tough competitions. That's what amateur sport should be
at high speed just where you didn't want
it… right in front of one of your opponents. about."

Frozen haggis curling
Well it went off brilliantly… the first ever
World Championship of Haggis Curling.
It was held at Hamilton Ice Rink, whose
manager Lockhart Steele acted as one of
the two referees, along with SLWCC club
coach Ian Archer.
That mouthful 'SLWCC' is the South
Lanarkshire Wheelchair Curling Club, who
decided to set up the event as part of their
tenth birthday celebrations. And this was
one unforgettable contest worth celebrating.
Thirty-two players from the decade-old
club and their guests - the South
Lanarkshire Upper Ward Ladies Curling

Too old to play?
Or too young
to give up the
game yet?
HELEN KING’s take on the trauma of turning 21
Being too old to play has never really
been an issue where curling is concerned.
Previously dubbed ‘an old man’s game’
by those unfamiliar with the sport, curlers
can have a notoriously long career span. So
much so that there is a definitive need to
categorise competitive curling by age, from
U17s through to seniors.
Nevertheless, there is one age landmark
that is proving particularly significant in
the life of a curler - turning 21. The
dreaded moment when, amidst the
celebrations, champagne and
embarrassing speeches, you become too
old to participate on the junior curling
circuit any more.
For most people, their first taste of
competition will have come in an U21s
tournament or, more recently, U17s.

Taking that step into a world of umpires,
entry fees, round robins and a social life
dominated by the competition calendar, is
huge for any young curler.
The years spent competing in junior
events give curlers something that can’t be
taught - experience. You learn the
etiquette, rules and commitment that form
the basis of any curling career. You also
discover the addictive rush of winning but, more importantly, how to be graceful
in defeat. These are the things that no
amount of practice can prepare you for.
With players spending a significant
proportion of their adolescent lives
curling, both in Scotland and abroad, it
becomes more than a hobby for most. In
years where everything around you is
changing, curling can provide a

comforting constant amongst the tears,
tantrums, exams, romances and everchanging friendships.
So, when that moment comes, and you
age out of juniors, it can be a much bigger
deal than you might expect. Those
fortunate enough to have birthdays which
fall on the right side of June 30 have the
luxury of an extra season. However, ageing
is one of those inevitable facts of life, and
everyone reaches the point of being too old
sooner or later.
This realisation normally hits at one of
two times - the end of the Scottish Junior
Championships, when there has been
many an emotional farewell between
teams losing members to the curse of the
ageing out process; or on the date of the
first junior competition the following
season, when you suddenly have a free
weekend and a strange feeling of being
lost.
For some, junior curling will mark the
peak of their competitive curling career,
while others, who have perhaps gone
relatively unnoticed, will go on to make
their name on the men’s and women’s
circuits.
Turning 21 in no way means the end. In
fact, for many, it is just the beginning of
many years of curling. Whatever the case,
your 21st birthday will forever prove to be
the defining moment when you become
too old; well, for juniors anyway.

CURLING SEASON 2011-2012
20 SEPTEMBER 2011 - 27 MARCH 2012
SESSION TIMES MONDAY - SUNDAY
10am; 12.30pm; 3pm; 5.30pm; 7.30pm; 9.30pm

Home of the Edinburgh International
Friday 25 November - Sunday 27 November 2011
Seniors 23 - 24 November

Ladies Sellar - Open
Tuesday 17 Jan - Thursday 19 Jan 2012

Murrayfield Gathering
Manager: Iain Baxter
Administrator: Debbie Kerr

23 - 25 March 2012

Riversdale Crescent
Edinburgh EH12 5XN
Tel: 0131 337 4242
Fax: 0131 346 4654
Email: info@murrayfieldcurling.co.uk
Website: www.murrayfieldcurling.co.uk

The 1846 Balyarrow set moves on
The Balyarrow Trophy took place on
October 30 at Murrayfield Curling Rink the first time it had played outside of
Perth, with Haddington hosting the four
other surviving clubs founded in 1846,
Strathendrick, St Andrews, Falkland and
Bridge of Weir.
Balyarrow pond sits on the ridge of high
ground in north-east Fife between
Newburgh and the Gauldry on the south
bank of the Tay. Nestling at the foot of the
ridge lies the village of Luthrie and here, in
Mrs Taylor's Inn in January 1840, the
curlers of Balyarrow Myre Curling Club
met for the first time to formalise their
ancient existence. They resolved to join the
Grand Caledonian Curling Club and adopt
their rules. The oldest club member is
referred to as Dr Greenlaw, who had been
a member 60 years previously and taught
the game, playing with stones which had
holes for grip with fingers and thumb.
Balyarrow received a RCCC Jubilee
Medal in 1883, its own Centenary Medal in
1941, and a huge number of District
Medals for which it played regularly. But
the club ceased to curl during Hitler's war
and unfortunately never resumed.
When Strathendrick Club, on applying
for a 150th Medal, discovered that four
other clubs were doing the same, they

Bridge of Weir winners

Balyarrow Trophy 2011

At the mid-point of this year’s bonspiel, Haddington
were leading Bridge of Weir by a couple of ends,
with both clubs on two wins. In the second half, and
after a couple of BIG ends (one for each side) the
crucial game between the leading clubs was peeled
going in to the last end, which Bridge of Weir took
with a well-played two. All was not lost for the hosts,
though, because the Bridge of Weir Four were losing
their game on the adjacent sheet to St Andrews by
two shots going in to the last end. If BoW lost that
Maryel FitzRandolph, lead, Ronald Aitchison, game, Haddington would still retain the title by the
skip, Neil Arthur, second, and Paul Rettig, third total number of ends up.
Fittingly, the result was decided by the final stone
organised a fun bonspiel between the five
played in the final game left on the ice. Against the
clubs. So a chance arose to create a trophy
odds, Bridge of Weir took a two in the final end to
from the old Balyarrow Medals, as both St
peel their game and lift the trophy. Seventy of the
Andrews and Falkland had been victims of curlers then enjoyed the after-match supper provided
Balyarrow's skills.
by Anne and Bill, the Murrayfield caterers.
Haddington and Bridge of Weir were
With the success of the first Balyarrow to be held
happy to co-operate, and it was agreed that outside Perth, we look forward three years to the
the bonspiel should be run on a three-year next meeting of the five clubs, most likely to be at
Greenacres in 2014. Whatever happens, we know
cycle, with the winners organising their
that the event will be held in great good cheer and
defence. Dewars Rink in Perth was a very
fun, as usual.
successful venue and has been used four
times since.
Club
P W L D Pts Ends Shts Total
nBrArticle/images:
Hamish Sutherland
Haddington won the first challenge in
of Weir
4 3 0 1 7
7
6
31
1996, followed by Falkland in 1999, Bridge
Haddington 4 3 1 0 6
8
22
40
of Weir in 2003 and St Andrews in 2006. The
St Andrews 4 2 1 1 5
5
9
28
instigators, Strathendrick were due the win
Falkland
4 1 3 0 2
-6
-12
21
at the fifth running, but were just pipped at
Str’endrick
4 0 4 0 0
-14
-25
16
the post by Haddington's second win.

Ayr Ice Rink
22 rinks from across Scotland participated in the
Ayr Mixed Invitation weekend. The winners from
Kinross were skip Sandy Nelson : Wilma
Brownlie ; Jim Brownlie and Edna Nelson. The
runners-up, also from Kinross, were skip Robert
Stevenson, Mary Barr, Alan Barr, Ena
Stevenson. Third and fourth places were local
rinks skip Robert Anderson and skip Jim Boswell.

Eglinton Jug returns
More than 40 rinks competed in the Eglinton Jug,
Ayrshire's most prestigious curling competition,
held recently at Ayr Ice Rink. The Jug was
presented by the 13th Earl of Eglinton in 185l and
is competed for annually by Ayrshire clubs.
The winners of this year’s competition were
Dundonald 2, with skip Richard Goldie, Gemmill
Jack, William Goldie and Jim Miller. Runners-up
were Stewarton Heather 2, with skip Tom Reid,
David Reid, Douglas Reid and Craig Reid - a real
family affair.
The winning Ladies Rink were Galston Haymouth
3, with skip Lorraine Shaw, Alison Cunningham,
Anne Anderson and Fiona Neilson.
The last time Dundonald CC won the Eglinton Jug
was nearly 40 years ago in l972 with the rink of the
late William Goldie (skip), Jim Tyre, John Jack and
Bertie Glover. History was rewritten as Richard and
William followed in the footsteps of their grandfather,
and Gemmill in his father's, to win the coveted trophy.

Around the Clubs

(continued
on page 8)

Leswalt 150th

Leswalt Curling Club held its Sesquicentenary
bonspiel and dinner in the North West Castle,
Stranraer, on 29 October. Teams from all over
Scotland, plus the Irish National team, helped
to celebrate this special event.
President John Agnew welcomed everyone for
the bonspiel before past president Andy Ross
piped everyone onto the ice. The curling ended at
6pm, John Clark the winning skip of the Leswalt
CC rinks, and Aberlady CC, skipped by Morgan
Nicoll, being the winner of the away teams.
At a pre-dinner drinks reception, Honorary
President Gillie Torrance cut the anniversary
cake. John Agnew formally welcomed over 100
curlers and guests - just like his Great Uncle John
Agnew did 50 years ago at Leswalt’s centenary.
John Ross gave a toast to the RCCC, and
regaled the company with tales from his recent
visit to Lochnaw - where he discovered the
original clubhouse - and the Agnew Monument,
built for Sir Andrew Agnew MP. Sir Andrew had
been teetotal and strictly observed the sabbath,
said John. He could therefore only conclude that
he was not a curler.
Dr Pat Eddington, President of the RCCC,
replied and congratulated Leswalt on its
milestone, making particular reference to the high
standard of play he witnessed from the many
young curlers in the club.
The Toast to the Club was given by the legend
that is Tom Barr, a man with curling in his DNA.
He gave a fascinating history of Leswalt and local
curling in general, covering the early Grand
Matches and the games on the ‘Tarmac’ on
Stoneykirk Road, Stranraer.
Ian Agnew, Honorary President, replied that five
generations of Agnews have had the honour of
curling in Leswalt, his great grandfather being one
of the founder members; his son was keeping the
tradition going, with a wee one on the way (since
the Dinner, he now has a grandson, Thomas).
Toasting kindred clubs, Alec Ross reflected on
the Lincoln maxim that "he has a right to criticise,
who has a heart to help"; what better way to
ensure harmony within our own clubs, and with
our kindred clubs.
John Good of Aberlady CC then gave an
unforgettably humorous reply on behalf of the
invited clubs. And the evening was interspersed
with the wonderful singing of Jennifer McMaster.

Blairdrummond
Another club that is celebrating its 150th
Anniversary is Blairdrummond. The committee:
(left to right) Rory Duff (Treasurer), Nigel Holl
(Committee), Marjorie McCulloch(Chairperson),
Fred Bauer( Vice-Chair) and Ian Brisbane
(secretary)

Greenock
The final session of the Curling’s Cool programme
for Glenburn Special School in Inverclyde was
held at the Waterfront curling arena in Greenock
last month, writes John McCall. Seven youngsters
with varying degrees of disabilities successfully
completed the four-week programme with an
enthusiasm second to none. The greatest difficulty
for the coaches was to encourage the three girls
and four boys to go back to school! The schools
programme runs from September through to
March and involves nine schools from the
Inverclyde area. Schools participate on Mondays
and Thursdays during the school terms and
curling season. Ten qualified voluntary coaches
from local clubs give up their time on a weekly
basis to facilitate the programme. It is proposed to
put into place an After-School Club to encourage
those who wish to take their curling to the next
level before joining the successful Waterfront
Junior Curling Club.

Round the Clubs (continued from p7)

Gormac Bonspiel
The eighth Gormac Bonspiel, sponsored by
Gormac Coachworks, attracted an entry of 24
teams, including a men’s team from Sweden and
a women’s team from Latvia for last month’s event.
The teams were battling it out for a share of the
£1,500 prize money, and the event attracted a lot
of well-known names. These included the Scottish
men’s senior champions, skipped by Ken Horton,
Willie Jamieson and Bob Kelly. The latter, with
Ken, represented Scotland at the 1976 World
Junior Championships in Aviemore. Graeme
Adam represented Scotland at World
Championships in 1983 and 1989 and World
Seniors in 2008 (Ken Horton was in those teams
as well).
So there was no lack of experience at the
Gormac. Ken Horton, Gordon Butler, Angus Storie
and Eddie Binks won the 2011 Gormac Bonspiel
(pictured). Gary Macfarlane, Douglas Radcliffe,
Don Rutherford and Stuart Walker had to settle for
second spot.

Murrayfield
With so many clubs and individuals delving into
their pockets to help us with the International
Junior Curling Club Bonpsiel last season, we
found ourselves with a surplus of £500, which was
incredible. The committee decided to hand this
back to Gogar Young Curlers, to be used for
future representations at the International
Bonspiels. The photo shows David Aitken (chair of
IJCC Committee) present cheque to Colin Mouat
(Gogar Park Young Curlers president).
The Edinburgh/Murrayfield Centre
of Ladies Curling Clubs held its
annual bonspiel in midNovember. A total of 56 curlers
from the different ladies’ clubs took part. The
winners were skip Jean Waddell (Ford), 3rd
Christina Bosma (Peebles), Gillian Hoehnke
(Pentland) and lead Jane Sinclair (Colinton).
A report on the Edinburgh
International which took place at
the end of November, will appear
in the next edition of YOURCurler.

Full house for ice-maker
Norman Cathcart, chairperson of the
Braehead Curling Development Group,
was delighted to declare a full house
when almost 70 club curlers attended an
ice-making seminar last month.
Braehead’s award winning ice-maker
Chris Noble and the vastly experienced
international umpire Leslie Ingram-Brown
were the guest speakers.
Chris started the evening by showing a
video of his team transposing the concrete
pad at Braehead into a high quality 8-sheet
curling rink - several weeks’ work cut
down to about 15 minutes on video. He
was also able to give unique advice on how
to read ice conditions. Loads of questions
were asked, all expertly answered by Chris,
who even admitted that as they continually
have to work with ongoing changing
conditions, they sometimes get it wrong.
Fortunately for Braehead curlers and
those that play in the various competitions
held at the Curling Rink, including the
Braehead Open and the Glynhill Ladies
International, this does not happen too
often and is quickly addressed by Chris
and his dedicated team.
Leslie Ingram-Brown took over after a
short break and provided a guide to the
main rules which generally affect club
curling, along with advice on the etiquette
we should all be observing - perhaps some
more than others. He was also able to recall
many stories from his world travels to keep
the audience entertained. He then invited
the audience to name as many of the
curling etiquette rules named in the
November issue of YOUR Curler.
This talk was also followed by questions,
ranging from “how do you carry out a

proper measure?” to “why does the rule on
curlers using a stick vary between the
RCCC and the WCF?” Leslie stressed that
the “spirit of curling” should always be at
the fore when playing any game.
The long and loud round of applause
given to both speakers was reward enough
for Norman, who had spent a great deal of
time organising the event.

n Report by David Horne (CDO Braehead)

16 shots up and then there
was a 7-7 peel
Glasgow Province hosted their annual
bonspiel over two Friday evenings in
October, with 14 clubs taking part. The
eventual winners were Carmunnock &
Rutherglen, by dint of being the sole club
to win both of their matches.
The runaway leaders after the first
night’s play were Whitecraigs LTSC, who
achieved a magnificient 16 shots up - we
shall not mention the opponents here - and
all they seemingly had to do in their
second match was turn up and the trophy
would be theirs. That was not how the
Province newcomers - Braehead Virtual saw things, and they played a real stonker
of a game to produce a 7 - 7 peel and knock
Whitecraigs off top spot.
To the relief of everyone else, Glasgow
Ladies managed successfully to retain their
grip on our charity trophy for a further
season.

n Report by Robin Shand, Secretary GPCC
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